Department of Construction Management
Department Meeting 11/20/2019 110 Arch noon

1. Updates
   Bill
   Posted office hours
   Health and well-being of students
   Media professional development at future meeting?

2. Affiliate Appointment
   Bill
   Tom Cole, 2 credits to support CM323
   Discussion and vote
   Annual reappointment affiliate renewal
   Vote

3. RA/TA funding, attached
   All
   Discussion

4. Summer MS classes, attached
   Bill
   Discussion

5. Western Regional Program
   Giovanni
   Discussion

6. CERC
   Giovanni

7. Individual Reports
   All
   Autumn Quarter Department meetings ARCH 110 Noon-1:30PM 12/4
   NWCCC Student Competition 28 Jan 2020 Reno 2/5-8/2020
   CIAC 11/22, 1/10
   CIAC (noon-1:30) + CERC (1:30-6) 19 March 2020
   HoF 5 June 2020
Establish a top line of funding to support research, currently about 9 tuition matches + 1 RAship a year or about $60k/year
Chair/ Administrator to track to ensure equity
Funding must have a deliverable ie grant proposal/ journal article/ etc
Not financial aid

Readers Digest version of recent policies/ discussions

From our policy:
**The intent of this funding opportunity is to provide leverage for faculty members when they are writing grant or ARC proposals.**

- When a faculty member secures funding to cover salary and benefits (about $8000/qtr), the Department will fund the tuition: about $5200/qtr
- Funding is available for a total of 9 quarters/year
  - One-time funding source
  - Use or lose during each academic year
- Priority
  - Pending/submitted/written proposal/grant to funding agency
  - Equity between faculty
  - Timeliness of request

From discussions about funding RAships to extend a student’s stay 4/17/19
RAship would be provided to extend a MS student that will complete a Thesis
Request to department chair in the Spring for the following year for one quarter of RA

ARC discussions 11/27/18 We agreed to continue with the ARC program as long as

- ARC donations are managed through a separate gift account
- ARC program is broadly advertised as a vehicle to provide donations to support applied research by any faculty member (or group of faculty members) in CM (and eventually CBE) without expecting anything in return
- CM department tuition match is not guaranteed to ARC donors even if they are informed that the department may provide a total or partial match (we cannot guarantee to provide anything in return of gifts especially because this match is dependent upon state funding)

- The current ARC model is designed as follows:
  - Industry's donor and faculty discuss about supporting the faculty research through the support of a research student (MS Thesis or PhD)
  - Industry donor directly hires the student and pay her/him to perform applied research off-campus
  - Industry donor donates $9,500 to the ARC program assuming a 1-quarter engagement
    - These funds have been used for (a) creating a $2,400/quarter student fellowship that allows the student to be eligible for in-state tuition, (b) provide a stipend to the faculty member(s) to supervise the student so that the internship work is linked to the academic research, (c) reimburse CERC for administrative support expenses, and (d) support the student's research and publication around the off-campus research through publication fees, travel support, etc.
Summer 2020
- Now have revenue share
- Offer enough to make it worth a student’s time

Existing
CM 320 online
CM 450 Aziz
CM 528 Adv Cost MGT

CM 586 on line
CM 530 on line

Potentially offer?
CM 510 Advanced
CM 555 Firm
CM 565 International
CM 570 Facilities
CM 584 Marine
Others?
Offer CM Online course but with state section on line ie CM 520/580/586/588/etc